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AN IMPROVED METHOD OF FINDING ALL 
LARGEST COMBINABLE CLASSES
Abstract
Several algorithms, such as a row-column minimization 
algorithm and an asynchronous machine assignment algorithm, require 
finding the largest sets of combinable elements from a list of 
pairwise combinable elements. This paper presents a technique for 
finding these sets which is generally faster than the one presently 
in use. Further, the presentation of this technique uncovers an 
interesting theory about combinability.
AN IMPROVED METHOD OF FINDING ALL 
LARGEST COMBINABLE CLASSES..
I. Introduction
Several algorithms require a step in which one finds the 
largest sets of combinable elements from a listing of pairwise 
combinable elements. Of particular interest is the determination 
of R-classes and C-classes in row-column minimization of a sequential 
machine, [l] and the determination of prime partitions in the race- 
free assignment of asynchronous machines [2]. (The latter problem can 
be handled with some modification, which the author intends to study 
in another paper.) Essential to this problem is a listing of given 
pairs of combinable elements, from which sets of elements will be 
found, such that every pair of elements in the set is combinable, and 
no pair is not combinable. Evidently, this problem is quite general, 
and will likely find its way into future algorithms.
There is, at present, a respectable technique for solving 
this problem. The listing of combinable pairs is examined to locate 
three pairs, such that the three elements in the pairs form a 
triplet; the triplets are compared to grow larger classes, and this 
iterative process of inspection, combination, and possibly deletion, 
continues until no new (n+1)-tuples are found when all n-tuples have 
been examined.
From a different point of view entirely, another method can 
be found which avoids exhaustive comparisons. It is of theoretical 
interest of itself, because it imparts a curious, but real and
2important, Boolean interpretation to this problem. A Boolean inter­
pretation enables a problem, which is very near to the type of problem 
we shall investigate, to be divided up into our problem and one 
which is simpler than the original, but most significantly, this new 
method is generally faster, and requires less core memory space in 
its programmed f'orrii, than the original method.
II. A Negative Approach
One conventionally considers combinable pairs, rather than 
considering the other pairs.
This is similar to mentioning which pairs among a group of 
girls are friends, rather than which are enemies. Let us, then, 
find the collection of parties that might be given on an 
important prom weekend, such that each party contains the 
largest group of girls, none of which are enemies. We are not 
demanding that a girl stays at the same party all night, but 
may go to several. While this example is light, if not humorous, 
it serves to indicate the generality of the problem. We know 
five girls, Alice (A), Betty (B), Carol (C), Donna (D) and 
Ellen (E). Alice gets along with Carol, and with Ellen; Donna, 
with Betty, with Carol, and with Ellen; and Carol and Ellen are 
friends. The other pairs are not.
But in our negative approach, we obviously have given, by 
omission^pairs of enemies: (Alice, Betty), (Alice, Donna),
(Betty, Carol) and (Ellen, Betty). We shall turn our attention
3to these pairs rather than the former pairs.
Before considering the problem of finding the largest 
parties, it is convenient to introduce an appropriate notation. We 
let a^ be an element, and [a] be a given set of M+2 elements. The 
problem is trivial unless M >  1. Any subset of {a} is called a class 
of elements, and will be denoted by A.
For our example, Alice is a typical element, and {Alice, 
i Betty, Carol, Donna, and Ellen} as the given set of five elements, 
so that m is three.
ff a  ^ and aj a*e two elements which may be combined,
(ai5aj) is called a combinable pair: if they may not be combined,
(ai>aj) is called a separate pair. A staircase table is the lower
triangle of a square symmetric matrix, less the main diagonal. It
is often used to indicate distances between cities on a familiar
roadmap. By its own nature, it is the most convenient way to write
a reflexive, symmetric relation on a finite set, {a}. However, we
shall write a specific staircase table, called a nand-table. N, such
that the cell n has a cross if (a.,a.) is a separate pair, and is J J
empty if (a^,a^) is combinable. The columns are numbered from zero to 
m to indicate the order irf which they shall be examined. The nand- 
table is datum for our problem: it gives the set, {a}, and all the
separate pairs.
In our example, two enemies, Betty and Alice, may not be 
at the same party; then (Betty, Alice) is a separate pair. The 
friends, (Carol, Alice), give a combinable pair. The nand-table
4is thus given;
Figure 1
A class, A, such that no pair of elements is separate, is 
called a combinable class, denoted by G. Moreover, if G is a subset 
of {a} such that inclusion of any other element, a., gives a class 
AU{a^} , which is not combinable, then G is called a largest combinable 
class, and is denoted by G*. The solution to our problem is then the 
set of all largest combinable classes, {G*} „ We note immediately 
that the set of all combinable classes, {g } , can be found from fa*} 
by writing all the subsets of the classes, G*, as the classes G in 
{g }, since any subset of a combinable class cannot have any separate 
pairs, and thus is itself combinable. The minimization algorithm 
mentioned in the introduction requires {G }.
Let us use the present method to get {G } . ,
•^Alice, Carol.^^^
•''Alice, Ellen-— ^^^Alice, Carol, Ellen 
Betty, Donna 
i/Carol, Donna_>/"
/Carol, Ellen7 ?J ^ g > Carol, Donna, Ellen 
/Donna, Ellen^ "-''"’^^
Figure 2
5id*} = {(Alice, Carol, Ellen), (Betty, Donna), (Carol,
Donna, Ellen)}. The set, {g }, is thus {(Alice, Carol, Ellen), 
(Alice, Carol), (Carol, Ellen), (Alice, Ellen), (Alice),
(Carol), (Ellen); (Betty, Donna), (Betty), (Donna); (Carol,
Donna, Ellen), (Carol, Donna), (Donna, Ellen)} which is customarily 
obtained from the various listings in Figure 2, but is clearly 
obtainable from Co*} alone. Note that (f= (Betty, Donna) is a 
largest combinable class since inclusion of any other element, 
Alice, Carol, or Ellen, produces classes (Alice, Betty, Donna), 
(Betty, Carol, Donna) or (Betty, Donna, Ellen) which are not 
c-ombinable because they contain, respectively, the enemies,
(Alice, Betty), (Betty, Carol), and (Betty, Donna).
III.^Qur Boolean Interpretation
An attempt to give meaning to combinable pairs stops at
looking at them as a relation on {a}, and the previous method is a
reasonable way to find the larger G. An attempt to give meaning
to separate pairs leads to far more than a relation; it leads to
a presence function S in a Boolean algebra on {a}. If (ac,a.) isi J
a separate pair, then we must be sure that either a^ is not in G or 
a^  is not in G or both; otherwise G would have a separate pair, 
(a^,a^), contradicting its definition. Thus, we have, for each 
cross in N, (¡L V a^) , which is a simple nand-term. Since G may have 
no separate pairs, we write the logical product of the nand-terms 
for every separate pair as our presence function, S. Now given any
6minterm of S,,.. the set of the uncomplemented variables appearing
in the minterm forms a combinable class, G. Since the disjunctive
expansion of S contains only complemented variables, the largest
classes are obtained by considering these minterms which are the
least upper bounds of the prime implicants of S . Obviously such
minterms are found by setting all free variables of prime implicants
to uncomplemented variables. Thus, given a prime implicant, we
write the associated class as the set of elements which do not appear
as literals in the prime implicant. We have shown the following:
Lemma 1: Given a set, {a} with a listing of separate pairs,
(a.,a.), (a.,a ) ... (a.,a.), then the set of classes, where each 1 J I K  J *
class is associated with a prime implicant of S = (a. V a.)(a V i, ) ...i j l k
(a^  V a^), is the solution.
Because we now have a propositional function, S, we can 
look at problems which are basically like our problem of finding the 
largest combinable classes, but which have further constraints. Let 
us denote the propositional function of such a problem by ft. We 
simply separate the alterms of ft into those which are simple nand- 
terms, the product of which is S, and the remaining terms, the pro- 
positional function of which is denoted by Q. Clearly, S = ft • Q.
Rather than solving the complex problem as a whole, S can be considered
alone and our method may be used to find {g*3 and then {g } . After 
this simple problem is accomplished, we can try each G to see if it
satisfies the presence function, Q. If it does, S » Q =  1 ° 1 = 1 = ft,
so that it is a solution to the original problem, ft. In summary, 
then, we collect the alterms in the staircase table which are simple
7nand-terms. We find a combinable set, G, and then examine the 
remaining conditions to see if they, too, are satisfied. This is the 
key to the application of this method to the assignment problem.
In a modification if our example, let us say all the 
enemies are as before but let us say Ellen must be at the partyj 
and Alice will be there only if both Carol and Ellen are there. 
Our presence function is:
ft = (Alice V Betty)(Alice V Donna)(Betty V Carol)(Betty
V Ellen) (Alice Carol • Donna) (Ellen)
here, S = (Alice V Betty)(Alice V Donna)(Betty V Carol)(Betty
V Ellen)
and Q = (Alice -» Carol • Donna) (Ellen)
Solving S first, we get {g }, which was given before. Then 
each G in {g } is tested such that (Alice -* Carol 0 Donna)(Ellen) 
1 and the solution is now {(Alice, Carol, Ellen), (Carol, Ellen) 
(Ellen), (Carol, Donna, Ellen), (Donna, Ellen)).
IV. The Tree
The presence function for S is really very similar to the 
presence function of a covering problem, which is very conveniently 
handled by a tree. Being motivated by this similarity, we now 
examine the method in which the prime implicants of S may be found, 
and then show that this can be done graphically in a tree. The 
following lemma is obvious
Lemma 2: The prime implicants of S are among the terms
obtained by using the distributive law, and absorption law on the
8
remaining nand-terms, repeatedly on S.
Proof: We use the consensus algorithm for finding all
prime implicants. Since all terms of the sum of products, S, have 
only complemented variables, then the consensus rule provides no 
new terms. Therefore, all prime implicants are in the expansion. Q.E.D 
For example
S = (AVB) (AVD) (BVC) (BVE)
(distribute) = Â(ÀVD)(BVC)(BVË) V B(ÂVD)(BVC)(BVË)
(absorb) = À (BVC)(BVË) V B(AVD)
(distribute) = À B(BVË) V À C(BVË) V B Â V B D
(absorb) = Â B V A C(BVË) V B Â V B D
(distribute) = Â B V A B C V A C E V A B V B D
This sum of products is like the listing we will get 
from the tree. Absorbing the implicants which are not prime, 
we get S = A B V A C E V B D  and the elements not in a prime 
implicant give (C,D,E), (B,D), (A,C,E). This, of course, is our 
solution: {G } = {(Alice, Carol, Ellen), (Betty, Donna),
(Carol, Donna, Ellen)}.
We clearly pick up complemented variables in the above
method. When we are through, the elements not picked up correspond
to a class, G. Thus, we define a residue. R., as the set of elements-------  1
not in the combinable class, G^. Note that we can avoid writing bars 
over every element in the residue, even though the variable appears
9with a bar over it in S. The residue tree, T, is a graphical form of 
a distributed product of sums of S in its complemented variables.
The level of an element in T is the level of the inner parenthesis 
around that element in the distributed product of sums, S.
In our last example, ignoring the nand-terms not distributed 
already, we obtain the step-wise sequence:
S - ( )
s = A( )V B( )
S = À B V A C( )V B À V B D = À[B V C( )]V b[À V 5]
S = A B V A B C V A C E V B A V B D  = a [b V c [b V e]V bLa V d ] 
The complemented variables form the following sequence of trees ;
T:
A~~
T:
B
T: AB or T:
AC 
BA 
BD
AB
T: ABC or T: =
ACE 
BA 
BD
leve I
A C
b< £  -
, 1 1 __ __ (CDE)
a^ c ^ — -b -
I 1 ‘E -
- (DE)
— (BD)
' '  __ (CDE)
:
1 ' _ (ACE)
i
o I—1 1 Resulting d
Figure 3 Trees.
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The right sequence of trees is like that produced by our 
method. The links indicate left parenthesis, so that the level 
of an element of the tree corresponds to the number of links 
to the left of it. (Although not indicated here, each tree node 
may have zero, one or more elements.) For example, E is in level 2. 
Each chain of the tree is a residue. For example, ACB is a 
residue. After the residue, we write the corresponding combinable 
class. For example, after the residue, BD, we write the class, 
(ACE).
V. The Manual Algorithm
We establish in the tree, which has at most two links to 
the right of each set of elements in a level, a binary reference as 
follows r- *•
Figure 4
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It may well happen that only one link extends to the right: after
it, we shall place a one. A one, rather than a zero, is used to 
simplify discussion on the programmed form of this method. The 
bottom right tree in Figure 3 has the binary reference:
0---- 1
. Figure 5
Any residue, corresponding to a fully left to right 
extended chain in the tree, has a unique left to right sequence of 
bits in the binary reference. This sequence is called the itinerary,
I, of the residue. For example, Oil is the itinerary of the residue
(ACE) in Figure 3. A sub-residue of level L with itinerary I,
-4
denoted by R^(I)> is the set of elements in any of the L+l nodes of 
a left-just ified subchain whose left to right sequence of bits in 
the binary reference is I. R^(01) = (AC) in our example.
We shall build the tree by finding all sub-residues of 
level L by examining all of those of level L-l. (We define R ^( ) = 0,
the empty set).. We further define an ordering among sub-residues of
“4  — > —4 — »the same level. We say R (I.) is greater than R (I_), R (I.) > R (I0) ,
. L I  L Z L I  L Z
♦ “4
if 1^ > l£ when they are treated as binary numbers. Thus,
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(001) > R-2 (000) and R^(IOOO) > R^(Olll) . In examining all the 
sub-residues of level L-l, we will look at the smallest sub-residue 
first, and consider the remaining ones in order., This is consistent 
with looking at the topmost chain first, and then those "below" it 
in "order."
In writing the tree, a typical decision involves inspecting 
some column, C, of the Nand-table, and a particular sub-residue, 
RL - 1 ^ ’ °f level L_1 to write a sub-residue, R^(ïb) , of level L, 
where b = 1 or 0. Observe that we denote the itinerary of the new 
sub-residue, which is a sequence of L bits, as the concatenation of 
the L-l bits, in the itinerary of the old sub-residue, and the bit, b.
-4
The sub-residue, RL(Ib) is written by extending a link to the right
-+ bof the sub-residue, Rj, (I) , and writing a set of elements, [aic ,
called the b choice for column C. We wish to point out that we do
not write the sub-residue; we only write a set of elements to be
included with RL_1(I) to get RL (Ib) , the sub-residue. R (I) is the
set of elements in any node to the left of the one we write; and
R-^ (lb) , in any of those nodes or the one we are now writing.
It will become evident that either no elements are
-4
included with R^_^(I) or that one among a choice of two sets may be
included. The first case, which corresponds to using the absorption
law on nand-terms in S, is handled by drawing a single link right
°f RL_-|_(I) and writing nothing. We call this extending a sub-residue.
To be consistent with our binary reference, we denote the new sub- 
- f 1residue R^(I1) and define laj^ = 0* The second case, corresponding
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to the use of the distributive law, is handled by drawing two links 
to the right of R^_^(I), one above the other, writing [a}° after the 
top link and {a}^ after the bottom. This process, which we will call 
branching a sub-residue, results in two new sub-residues, R (10) =
JLi
and R^(I1) = R^_^(I) U {a}^. For example, if R^(01) =
{a c} and {a] = {b} while {a}^ = {e} , we would obtain Ro(010) = c c z
[a b c] and R2(011) = {a c e] .
Now consider a sub-residue, rL (I) such that, for c < M given^ 
no nand-terms corresponding to crosses in any column k, 0 < k < c 
are unsatisfied. That is, the set of elements not in r (I) have noi-i
separate pairs corresponding to crosses in the first c-1 columns 
in N. We wish to branch on the sub-residue to form sub-residue(s)
such that no nand-terms corresponding to crosses in columns, 
k, 0 < k < c are unsatisfied. If we increase c from 0 until 
c = M, then the residue that we get will give a combinable class.
Consider the nand-term, (a^ V a^), for the topmost cross 
in column c. If a is in r (I) , then by the absorption rule, a a ... 
ac (ac V ap  = aman*'°ac* ^ at i-s 3 the nand-term is ignored. This is 
also true if a^ is in r2(I) . Otherwise, we would branch on r^(I) with 
£a)c = ^ac  ^ and ^a^c = This is done from the top cross in
column c to the bottom. We will get a better result if we take the 
column as a whole rather than taking each individual cross in it.
To show this, we need a simple lemma.
Lemma 3. Let R^(I^) and (X2) both be residues of level L which 
satisfy the same set of crosses in the nand-table such that every
14
—* —* _$
element in R^(ip i-s also in R^i^) . Then R^(I^) cannot produce any
largest combinable classes which are not produced by R (I ). Thus,
JLi Z
R^Cl^) may be ignored.
Proofi Let a.a. ... a a be the product of literals for 1 j m n
Rt (^i) - (a_- >a-> • • • a , a ) and a.a. ... a be that for RT (I_) = i J m n  ij m  L v 2
(a ,a ,...a ). These satisfy the same set of crosses. Let (a V a )
1 J m p q
*’*(as v a t  ^ be nand terms for the remaining crosses. We thus have
S = • • -V•Va.a. ... a a (a V a ) ■••(a VI ) V i j  m n  p q s t
•••V a.a. ... a (a V a ) • • • (a V a ) V  • l j mv p q' s V
By the absorption law, abva = a, we thus delete the term ab< ...
Therefore it is not needed to find the prime implicants of S. Since 
only prime implicants of S give largest combinable classes, then the 
term- ab.^  i may be ignored. Thus, R^Cl^) may be ignored. Q.E.D.
Let R^(I) be a sub-residue satisfying all crosses in each 
column k, 0 < k < c, let {ac} be the set whose element corresponds to 
column c of N and {a^,a^...a^} be the set whose elements correspond 
to the rows having crosses in column c of N. Then if R (I) 3  {a ] or 
E? £a£jaj>•••a^} each nand term corresponding to crosses in 
column c is absorbed. Otherwise, at least one, say for elements ac
aj not. If we write R^^(Il) = R^(I) Ufa^}, then that cross is
satisfied. Incidentally, this must then satisfy all the crosses in column
C; Our other choice in the branching is a.. R (10) =J L+l
R (I) Ufa.}. The remaining unsatisfied crosses could be branched on,^ J
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but including the element for the row of that cross, say a , would
Xj
give a sub-residue, R^_^(I) U {a^a^} with more elements than the first
one found, R^_-^(I) U {a^}, satisfying the same set of crosses. By
Lemma 3, it can be ignored. Thus, we take {a}° = {a.,a....a,} and 1 c i3 j X
= one step, rather than taking several steps with each
cross. That is, we branch on a column at a time, rather than a cross 
at a time.
Note that we write down elements, like a., which were in
1
the sub-residue R^_^(I). While this results in a more cluttered tree,
it leads to fewer errors because all branching is identical at any
given level. The remaining two rules keep track of columns of the nand
table and levels of the tree. We have provided for ignoring a
column if it produces a level with no branching.
Notation: Let L be the level of the tree, T, and C be
the column of the nand-table, N, having a set of (Mf2) elements,
{a}. Let D = C-L. We define R ,( ) as the empty set. Let {a} bec
the set whose element corresponds to column C, and Ca}° be the setc
of elements corresponding to rows with crosses in column C.
Rule 1. To initialize, set L=0 and D=0.
Rule 2. If L4-D = C = M+l, go to Rule 4. If column LfD has 
no crosses, ignore it and consider the next column. That 
is, set D = D+l and repeat Rule 2. Otherwise, let I be the 
least itinerary of level N and go to Rule 3.
Rule_J3- For C = L+D, if [a}° c  RL_1(I), or if {a}^
rr* -4 .
- RL-Iri) then extend otherwise branch on RL (I)
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with {a}^ ar*d • If I is the greatest itinerary of
level L, set L = L-f-1 and go to Rule 2. Otherwise let I be 
the next greater itinerary and repeat Rule 3. (Note that 
the next residue is just below the last residue looked at.)
Theorem 1
The residues of all largest combinable classes appear in T 
when G =. M-f-1 in rule 2.
Proof; Rules 1-3 were shown to be a mechanization of finding
the implicants of S using the distributive law and the two absorption
laws. By Lemma 2, these implicants give the prime implicants of S ,
which give the solution according to Lemma 1.
Lemma 4 . If a combinable class contains another, then the
itinerary of its residue must be smaller than that of the other, .i.e.
it is nearer the "top" of the tree.
Proof; If some combinable class contains another, then for
the smaller class some cross, say in column is for the separate pair,
(ai}a .)> must have been satisfied twice by deleting both a. and a..J 1 J
Otherwise, we could not add a^ or a^  to get the larger combinable
class. But by the nature of the staircase table, a. is not consideredi
again. Thus, satisfying a cross twice must come from having a. in
i
the sub-residue, and then adding a^  when it is considered again. But
the sub-residue having had a^ always has a larger itinerary.
Consequently, the larger combinable class, with a. and not a. in its
3 i
residue, has the smaller itinerary. Q.E.D^ v . •> : '
Thus,: we may consider the combinable ■ classes
according to the order of the itineries of their
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residues. The combinable class with the smallest itinerary is always 
a largest combinable class. If the combinable class of the next 
smallest itinerary is not contained in the first such class, then it 
too is a largest combinable class. In general, if the classes are 
considered in the order of the itineraries of their residues, only 
the set of largest combinable classes just found need be checked at 
each stage to see if a given combinable class is to be added to that 
set.
Rule 4 . Initialize, For the least itinerary of level M,
1, {a*} = iUla t Rmd)}}
—$
Rule 5. Consider the next itinerary of level M, I if 
there is none?stop. If fa|a £ Rm(I)}} G* for any G* € fO*}, then 
fG*} = fa*} U ffa| a£ R (I)}} and repeat Rule 5.
In case the tree becomes bulky, one can use the following rule after
Rule 2 has been used before giving to Rule 3.
Rule 2a. Consider the largest itinerary I of level L-l.
(Note that it is at the "bottom" of the tree.) Search all R^ ^(1 )
for I. < I . . If Rt ,(I.) ^  R. , (I, ) delete R_ . (I.) by writing a cross k j L-l j — L-l k L-lv j J
—>
after it. If RT , (I.) is deleted or all I, have been searched, let L-l j k
I. be the next smallest itinerary of level L-l and repeat. After 
considering the second smallest itinerary, go to Rule 3.
Rule 2a is completely justified by Lemma 3. The sequence of 
residues is examined in accordance with the observations of Lemma 4.
We point out that unconditional application of Rule 2a is time- 
consuming and is not fruitful. However, it becomes useful in cutting
18
off the bottom sub-residues of the tree, which otherwise branch 
profusely because the absorption rule is not so useable for extending 
these sub-residues. One should thus watch the bottom few sub­
residues to see if Rule 2a would be useful; or one may use it when 
reading columns C ~  3M/4, C ~  7M/8, C ~  15M/8 etc. Let us now 
examine our simple example, and then a more substantial one:
K
Level (-1)
I
_ v
0 I 1
I
-{a ,c ,e}
-M
-{c,d,e}
Classes
FS-1372
Figure 6. Parties for our girls found by the new method.
This simple example can be compared to Figure 2 where the 
former method was used to find the set of largest combinable classes.
In this case, the advantage of the new method over the old is not 
striking but the new method is easier to check because one may miss 
a possible larger combination in the old method.
The next example exhibits the advantage of the new method. 
Note that Rule 2a was used just before reading column 7, which is about 
three fourths of M=9. It detected two instances of deletion, indicated
by a cross.
Figure 7. Datum nand-table.
Figure 8. Residue tree for the problem given
FR-1J7J
in Figure 7.
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Our solution is thus {(!*} = { (CEGHI) , (CEGJK) , (ACEG) , (BHI) , (FHI) , 
(FJK) , (BD) , (DF) ] .
VI. Useful Modifications of the Manual Algorithm
Considerable effort has been devoted to the programmability 
of this method already. For example, we have numbered our columns 
and levels from zero to be consistent with the index register modifier 
in a computer. However, the tree is not explicitely written, nor is 
it stored in memory. We keep track of all the M+l sub-residues of 
only one residue. In this case, the column number, C, is identical to 
the level, L. The itinerary, stored in the Q-register as a sequence 
of bits shifted so that the bit for level L is the zero bit in the 
register, tel]$ us which residue we are examining. As a result of our 
definition of the binary reference^ adding 1 to the number in the Q- 
register effectively picks the next larger residue, and the carry 
propagation indicates the largest level sub-residue which can be 
branched on or expanded, level by level, to get the next residue.
A program for a nand-table with n elements requires about 60 machine 
instructions, scratch-pad memory for n-1 sub-residues and a few 
storage cells, and of course memory for the given nand-table and for 
the solution set. We give a detailed flow chart for it.
I____________________________________I
Figure 9. Flow chart for the programmed form of the new method
of finding all largest combinable classes. FR-1571
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It can be seen that the program is very simple and economical in 
memory space.
Certain modifications of the manual algorithm are quite
useful. We may wish to find all largest combinable classes which
contain all of the elements, a., a., ...a*. We write the tree, as
1 J *>
before, but whenever any element, a.,a.,... or a., is put into a
1 j SL
sub-residue, we do not extend or branch on that residue again* a
cross may be written after that sub-residue. It may help to arrange
the nand-table so that a.,a.,...a. are in the first few columns, but1 J *•
this is not necessary.
We may have a listing of separate n-tuples, such that all 
n elements may not be combined in the same sets, in addition to the 
listing of separate pairs. We first use Rules 1-3 on the nand-table 
for the separate pairs , we then use Rule 2b at the end. Next, we 
check each residue to see that at least one member of each listed 
separate n-tuple is in the residue. If an n-tuple has no member in 
a given residue, we branch on all n elements in that n-tuple. We 
do this for all separate n-tuples; then we find the classes for the 
given residues and delete those contained in larger classes to obtain 
the solution.
VII. Conelus ions
This algorithm is simple to use and easy to check, and it 
is easy to program. It becomes generally more efficient as the number
23
of crosses in the nqnd-table becomes smaller while the former method 
becomes more efficient for more crosses. In most practical small 
examples if the information is already given in a nand-table, as it 
is in finding R-classes and C-classes, then the method we studied 
is generally superior to the former method. If the nand-table must 
be written from a listing of combinable pairs.; however, the new method 
should be longer. For large examples, exaustive comparison becomes 
tedious and error-prone. However, this tree method requires sub­
stantially less effort, and is quite easy to check. The assignment 
problem, in particular, generates large examples which are more suitably 
handled by this method.
Thus, for small tables, it serves to complement the original 
method. Depending on the density of crosses in the nand-table, one 
method or the other may be chosen. For larger tables, it may be 
used without hesitation. Lastly, the theoretical structure is of 
considerable interest because it shows how more complex problems may 
be broken up and solved with the aid of this algorithm or the former 
method.
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